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The theory of the s process of nucleosynthesis has received considerable development during recent years,
mainly as the result of more detailed physical and mathematical treatments and also as a result of the
accumulation of new observational data on stellar evolution and the abundance of the elements in the solar
system, and accumulation of experimental data on neutron-capture cross sections. The exact solution of the s-
process equations obtained recently by Newman (1978) is discussed. It confirms the correctness of the initial s-
process theory (Clayton, Fowler, Hull, and Zimmerman, 1961). At the same time for small neutron exposures
the exact and initial solutions differ. The influence of branching of the s process due to competition between 0
decay and neutron capture is analyzed; it is noted that at a temperature ~3-10* K and a density of free
neutrons 1.6-107 cm"3 the s-process theory is in good agreement with observational data on the yields of the
various nuclides. Models are discussed for the pulsed neutron s process, which leads to formation of heavy
elements in the interior of a star as the result of periodic flares of the helium shell and subsequent remixing of
the material.
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"The most incomprehensible thing about the world is (hat it is
comprehensible."

A. Einstein

INTRODUCTION

According to current ideas the formation of the chem-
ical elements in nature (nucleosynthesis) occurred in
various processes in several stages: 1) cosmological
nucleosynthesis in a hot Universe, 2) synthesis of ele-
ments in stars, 3) nucleosynthesis under the action of
cosmic rays.

During the expansion of the Universe from the hot
dense stage during the first three minutes the lightest
elements were synthesized, mainly helium 4 and sig-
nificantly smaller quantities of deuterium and helium 3.
The observed yield of helium 4 is in good agreement
with calculations according to the hot model.1"4 At the
same time this model cannot satisfactorily explain the
synthesis of heavier elements, since the density and
temperature dropped rapidly on expansion of the Uni-
verse.

Further synthesis of elements occurs in the interior

of stars of the first generation (Ref. 5).n This stage is
classified into two types: hydrostatic and explosive
nucleosynthesis.6

Hydrostatic nucleosynthesis occurs during the evolu-
tion of stationary stars and is due to the burning in
them of hydrogen, helium, and heavier elements. Heli-
um 4 of cosmological origin together with helium pro-
duced as the result of burning of hydrogen is trans-
formed into carbon 12, which can serve as the source
material for synthesis of oxygen and silicon.

At higher temperatures (&109 K) fusion of oxygen and
silicon nuclei is possible. Here the capture of charged

''Here we are not discussing the synthesis of the light ele-
ments, which can occur in stars in slow processes, for
example, in p + p reactions. Our problem is to consider
slow processes of neutron capture which lead to synthesis
of elements heavier than iron.
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particles turns out to be in equilibrium with the inverse
reactions of photo-disintegration (the e process of nu-
cleosynthesis7). They lead to formation of iron (56Fe)
and elements near it under conditions of thermodynamic
equilibrium. Here in a slowly evolving star the tem-
perature of the medium rises not too rapidly, so that
the synthesis reactions occur at the lowest temperature
at which they are efficient.

If the temperature of the material rises rapidly to
much higher values, then the burning of carbon, oxy-
gen, and silicon begins to occur explosively. In this
case (explosive nucleosynthesis) the final products of
the burning will differ from the products of hydrostatic
nucleosynthesis. In an explosion when the temperature
reaches 4-109 K the matter will consist almost com-
pletely of iron and its neighboring elements in the per-
iodic table.

Iron nuclei are characterized by the maximum binding
energy per nucleon. Energetically this is the most
stable nucleus, and therefore the existence of elements
heavier than iron cannot be explained by thermonuclear
fusion reactions. Synthesis of these elements in such
reactions would occur already not with an energy re-
lease, but with a significant expenditure of energy, and
in addition, nuclear reactions in which a large number
of light elements take part have an extremely low prob-
ability.

Suess and Urey8 proposed, and the Burbidges and
Fowler and Hoyle9 showed in detail, that synthesis of
heavy elements can occur by means of capture of free
neutrons by two different routes, which have received
the name the s and r processes.

The r process is the rapid successive capture of a
large number of neutrons preceding 0 decay. It takes
place only at sufficiently high neutron flux densities
(lO^-lO40 neutrons/cmVsec) in the explosions of super-
novae when there is an outburst of stellar layers heated
by a shock wave and containing the initial material of
lighter elements.

The s process is the slow capture of neutrons in
which the unstable nuclei formed decay before the next
neutron can be added. This process is characterized
by moderate neutron flux densities (1015-1016 neutrons/
cmVsec) and is possible in burning of the helium and
carbon shells of massive stars and red giants, and in
pulsed processes also in stars of intermediate mass.

Of the two neutron-capture processes, the s process
is more suitable for detailed investigation under lab-
oratory conditions, since the main link in the chain of
the s process (neutron capture with subsequent (3 decay)
is easily modeled experimentally. This is one of the
reasons why the theory of the s process is more com-
pletely developed at the present time than the theory of
rapid neutron capture.

1. ASTROPHYSICAL PRECONDITIONS OF THE s
PROCESS

There are observational reasons to consider that in
most stars of the main sequence (in particular, in the

Sun) the chemical composition of their atmospheres is
close to the initial composition, i.e., to the composition
of the interstellar medium from which they were
formed. The chemical composition of the Sun is very
similar to the composition of the Earth and of the me-
teorites (if we neglect the loss of volatile gases). At
the same time the oldest of the known stars—the sub-
dwarfs, which were formed in the earliest stages of the
history of the Galaxy—contain less of the heavy ele-
ments than does the Sun.10

This permits us to suggest that the substantial quan-
tity of heavy elements which is observed in young stars
was synthesized soon after the formation of the Galaxy
in the interiors of massive stars of the first generation
in the course of their rapid evolution (~100 million
years), which was terminated by outbursts of super-
novae. Apparently at the beginning of the evolution of
the Galaxy the frequency of explosions of supernovae
was much greater than at the present time. In explo-
sions of supernovae a substantial quantity of their mat-
ter is ejected into the interstellar medium, and this is
then mixed with the interstellar gas. Matter ejected
from first-generation stars subsequently served as the
material for formation of stars of the second genera-
tion (including the Sun).2) The chemical composition of
the future solar system could also change partly, being
enriched in the heavy elements as the result of explo-
sion of a supernova in the immediate vicinity of the
Sun.11

The final chemical composition of the ejected mater-
ial is affected much more strongly by nucleosynthesis
processes which occur at the moment of explosion of a
supernova and which are due to intense neutron fluxes,
than they are affected by nuclear reactions occurring in
the star before the explosion. Here the main process
of nucleosynthesis at the moment of the explosion,
which is characterized by times of 1-100 sec, is the r
process 3)

In the present section we cannot discuss all the pre-
conditions related to the synthesis of heavy elements
and shall limit ourselves to a qualitative analysis of the
astrophysical conditions of the s process. A detailed
analysis of the contemporary situation, of where and
under what conditions the slow capture of neutrons has

2)Spectroscopic observations in the ultraviolet region on
rockets and satellites show that massive hot stars lose a
significant part of their mass. The material ejected into
the interstellar medium and which mixes with it can contain
chemical elements produced in the s process. In the last
stages of evolution of red giants a significant loss of their
mass also occurs as the result of ejection, of material from
the outer shell. A strong argument in favor of this, as
pointed out by I. S. Shklovskii",'0 is the observations of dense
gaseous formations surrounding hot stars of low luminosity—
so-called planetary clouds.

3)Several authors'2"14 have suggested a mechanism of formation
of the heavy elements in neutron stars at high neutron con-
centrations fon>1030 cm"3). Still another model involving the
role of neutron stars in nucleosynthesis assumes destruction
of a neutron star in a close binary system if the second of
the components is a black hole with a large mass.49
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occurred and is occurring with formation of heavy ele-
ments, is given in the review of Virginia Trimble.15

Nuclear theory dictates the conditions under which
the s process can be encountered, and astrophysics
determines the location appropriate for it. The ther-
modynamic conditions of slow nucleosynthesis proces-
ses permit us to assume that they are accomplished in
the normal stage of evolution of stars.

For a star passing through the normal evolutionary
path there are three characteristic times during which
its properties can change substantially: 1) the dynamic
characteristic time td«(2rJ/GM.)l/2~103-104 sec is the
time which is required by the star for readjustment
(explosion) if the balance between gravitational forces
and pressure forces is destroyed in it; 2) the thermal
characteristic time tt

a GMl/Lnrm* 104 years41 is the
time for which the gravitational energy of a star can
maintain its luminosity Lm without participation of nu-
clear energy sources; 3) the nuclear characteristic
time tn

aEn/Lt is the total time of existence of a star
with a given luminosity, which depends on the supply of
thermonuclear fuel. For most stars tn»tt»ta.

In the s process each nucleus of the iron peak in for-
mation of heavier nuclides captures slOO neutrons, and
the time between two successive neutron capture events
is greater than the time of |3 decay. If the neutrons ap-
pear in the stationary stage of evolution occurring with-
in the thermal or nuclear times, /3 decay of unstable
nuclei (with lifetimes less than 103 years) can occur be-
tween successive neutron captures, i.e., the s process
will unavoidably occur. It is clear from this that the
duration of this process is characterized by times 2103

years.

Where does the s process develop? The location of
the s process must have appropriate thermodynamic
conditions for it to occur, i.e., a temperature suffi-
cient for occurrence of nuclear reactions liberating
neutrons (£10" K), a neutron flux density ~1015-1016

neutrons/cmVsec, and a duration of the irradiation
~103 years. In addition one can indicate two further
principal astrophysical circumstances for development
of the s process19: a) the products of the s process
must be carried out to the surface of the star in which
they are produced, in order that they can be observed
(as occurs in carbon-hydrogen red giants, barium
stars, and so forth); b) the products of the s process
must enter the interstellar medium without further nu-
clear reactions.

In order to transport material to the surface of a
star, convection or mixing is necessary. Mixing also
is necessary to explain the sources of neutrons.

If hydrogen from the outer layers penetrates into re-
gions containing helium and carbon, then in such stars
there can occur reactions liberating neutrons,16 which
are necessary for the s process:

4)Here M, and rt are respectively the mass and radius of the
star and G Is the gravitational constant.

"C + 'He -* "0 + n.

The reaction l3C(a,n)16O occurs at temperatures *108 K.

At temperatures TZ 109 K free neutrons can also
arise in exothermal (a, n) reactions in nuclei with mass
numbers -A = 4n + 1 > 13 (17O, aNe, ^Mg). Burning of car-
bon at these temperatures produces a substantial num-
ber of neutrons: 1^C(1^C,w)23Mg produces 5-25 neu-
trons per iron nucleus. Burning of oxygen (16O + 1BO
— 31Si + n) leads to a yield already of ~100 neutrons per
58Fe nucleus.

We might therefore assume that ( a, n) reactions in
the nuclei "C, 17O, 21Ne, and ^Mg are the main
sources of free neutrons at the temperatures associated
with the hydrostatic phases of stellar evolution. Un-
fortunately, the yields of these nuclei after burning of
hydrogen in the CNO cycle are small (13C/58Fe~0.2).
The principal element formed in this cycle is 14N,
which actively absorbs neutrons by the reaction
14N(n,p)14C. Therefore additional mechanisms (or mod-
els) are necessary for the formation of these nuclei in
the burning helium shell itself or transportation of
them there by means of mixing.

As was shown by Schwarzschild and Harm,40 such
mixing actually occurs in the phase of stellar evolution
in which hydrogen and helium burn in thin shells around
an inert core. Such burning in stars of intermediate
and low masses makes them in some degree unstable,
which leads to appearance of thermal pulsations39 in
which the rate of generation of energy increases rapidly
for several years. These pulsations give way to ex-
tended quiet phases of stellar evolution (2103 years).
During the pulsations the convective shell containing
12C nuclei produced in burning of helium mixes with the
hydrogen-helium shell, thereby providing conditions
for formation of sufficient quantities of 13C nuclei and
intense occurrence of the reaction l3C(a,n) [for more
detail see section (e) of chapter 2].

This pulsation mechanism provides the s-process
conditions for an extensive class of stars of intermedi-
ate and large masses-from 3Afgto lOA^j.

Cameron47 has pointed out the possibility of an addi-
tional neutron source which is obtained in burning heli-
um by means of the following reactions:
14N(a,y)18F(e*, y)18O(o!,y)22Ne(a,n)25Mg. Temperatures
sufficient for intense occurrence of these reactions
(23- 108 K) are achieved in burning of helium nuclei in
very massive stars (29A^,)50'51 or in burning of the hel-
ium shell in stars of smaller mass (~2-8 solar mas-
ses). For first-generation stars this mechanism pro-
vides about 20 neutrons per iron nucleus.

As Harrison and Edwards17 showed in 1974, another
important source of free neutrons is provided by low-
temperature photoneutron reactions which occur follow-
ing (p,y) reactions:

+
2C + n, "N + y ̂  13N + n.

At T~ 108 K these processes produce significant neutron
fluxes (109-10U neutrons/cm2/sec), but these are in-
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sufficient to provide the observed yield of elements in
the s process of nucleosynthesis. Nevertheless photo-
neutron cycles can be an important secondary source
of free neutrons.

Thus, the s process is determined by neutrons which
are liberated in nuclear reactions in the normal stage
of evolution of stars. These can be either rather mas-
sive stars or, if we assume a pulsating nature of the
evolution, stars of intermediate masses (~2-5 solar
masses).

2. THE UNBRANCHEDs PROCESS. CLASSICAL
THEORY

a) Qualitative discussion

Figure 1 shows a universal abundance curve of the
chemical elements in the solar system, constructed on
the basis that the abundances in the Earth, meteror-
ites, and Sun are similar. Peaks in the curve are dis-
tinguished at A= 56 (the iron peak), .A = 90 (neutron
number N= 50), >1 = 138 (N=82), and A = 208 (N= 126).
This is the first qualitative indication of the involve-
ment of neutron capture processes in nucleosynthesis,
since these mass numbers correspond to nuclei with
magic numbers of neutrons, which are more stable
than their neighbors and have very small cross sec-
tions for capture of the next neutron. The paths of for-
mation of elements in the s and r processes are shown
in the N-Z diagram of Fig. 2.

Since the s process consists of the slow capture of
neutrons, we can expect that the yields of nuclei in the
s process will be determined by their capture cross
sections a. For an established s process the contents

o 20 40 ea so wo na HO rso na wo
Mass number A

FIG. 1. Universal abundance curve of the chemical elements
in the solar system.

no tso
Atomic weight A

ISO

FIG. 2. Paths of formation of elements In the s and r pro-
cesses in an N-Z diagram. 1—Path of slow neutron capture
(n, y), 2 (—)—consecutive/3 decay, 3—a decay, 4—fission,
5—fast capture of neutrons (n, y).

of nuclei neighboring in A in the s-process chain should
be inversely proportional to a. The larger the capture
cross section, the smaller should be the yield of a giv-
en isotope. A quantitative proof of this fact is the
abundance of the stable isotopes of tin and samarium,
which we assume to be completely or partly produced
in the s process:

N ('"Sm) a (»»Sm)
N ("°Sm) o (»°Sm)
N ("«Sn) q ("'Sn)
ff (^Sn) o ('"Sn)
jy (>»»Sn) g ("°Sn) _

= 0.98 ±0.06,

= 0.8 ±0.2,

As we can see, all these ratios are of the order of
unity in accordance with the principal conclusion of the
theory.

From this qualitative discussion it already follows
that the s-process hypothesis predicts the existence of
regions where the product aN is almost constant. It is
confirmed by the experimental curve of aN=f(A) for the
elements of the solar system (see Fig. 8 below), in
which the steps corresponding to aN= const are easily
visible.

A further important proof of involvement of the s
process in nucleosynthesis is the observation in stellar
spectra of the lines of technetium, of which there are
no stable isotopes. The longest half-life of the techne-
tium isotopes is that of technetium 99 (rl/2=2.6-106

years). The duration of the existence of stars is con-
siderably greater than this time, and consequently
technetium must be produced in the star in whose spec-
trum it is observed. At the same time the half-life of
"Tc is sufficiently great for it to be preserved in the
chain of the s process.

b) The CFHZ theory

The initial formulation19 of the theory of the s proc-
ess5' defined the standard (canonical) path of the s

5>This formulation of the theory of the s process has become
known in the physics literature as CFHZ (Clayton, Fowler,
Hull, Zimmerman).
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process on the assumption that the lifetime of the ra-
dioactive nuclei against j9 decay in the s -process chain
is always less than the lifetimes for capture of the next
neutron (XJ1<X^1). This approach does not take into ac-
count the branching which is possible when long-lived
isotopes are encountered on the main track of the s
process, which prefer to capture a neutron rather than
undergo P decay. A more complete theory of the s
process must take into account the probability of
branching, which introduces corresponding corrections
to the calculations of the yields of nuclides in compar-
ison with the standard theory. The influence of branch-
ing and the magnitude of these corrections will be dis-
cussed in the next section. Here we shall give the the-
ory of the unbranched s process which develops along
the main, canonical, path. An example of such an s
process is given in Fig. 3.

Let us consider some region inside a star with a con-
stant temperature T and a density of free neutrons
nn(t) which does not change over the entire region but
can depend on time. Let NA(t) be the yield of nuclei
with mass number A in the track of the s process, aA

be the cross section for neutron capture for these nu-
clei, and v be the velocity of the free neutrons which
bombard the nuclei under discussion. Then for the
yield of the nuclei NA we have

A_, «„ na (f)NA. ( I )

This is the basic equation of the theory of the s proc-
ess, which takes into account the fundamental assump-
tion that the (3 decays between isobars occur more rap-
idly than the neutron captures (Xg» XB). The quantity
(ov) appears here as a necessary averaging associated
with a Maxwellian distribution. Neutron capture in
heavy nuclei occurs in close-lying overlapping levels of
the compound nucleus. As a consequence of the Max-
wellian distribution of neutrons (with energy ~kT) it is
difficult to obtain experimentally an energy resolution
comparable with the distance between levels of the com-
pound nucleus, and therefore measurements give a and
m> averaged over the entire energy region, and for this
reason a varies smoothly with neutron energy.

It is well known that at low neutron energies with a
high degree of accuracy a<* \/v. This dependence is
preserved in the energy region of several tens of keV
(stellar temperatures), where together with the s waves
of neutron capture it is also necessary to take into ac-
count p waves. Consequently the quantity ov can be
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FIG. 3. Example of unbranched s process.
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considered constant in the region of stellar tempera-
tures, which permits use of a and v in calculations for
a single energy—the most probable energy—of the
Maxwellian distribution: (<ni) = arvT; here aT = a(kT),
f r = (2&7V/j01/2, and H is the reduced mass of the neu-
tron in the center-of-mass system (pt = mn).

Equation (1) then goes over to

¥!£@ = VTn* (t) 0A_t (kT) NA., (t) - vTnn (t) CA (kT) NA (t) ( 2)

We shall introduce a new independent variable which
uniquely defines the total number of neutrons bombard-
ing a unit of surface—the neutron exposure T:

At = nni;Tdf, T = V nnvTdt. (3)

If cr is expressed in millibarns, then the dimensions
of the neutron exposure are [T] = mb"1 = 10Z7 neutrons/
cm2.

Equation (2) with the new variable takes on the well
known form

-^•=oA_,ArA_,-aAj\rA. (4)

Equation (4) is applicable only to the region of syn-
thesized nuclei with mass number 57 « A * 209. The
lower limit is due to the fact that lighter elements are
produced preferentially in reactions induced by charged
particles. The upper limit is determined by the fact
that when ^Bi captures a neutron the isotopes even-
tually formed are those of lead, which undergo a de-
cay, leading to a decrease of Z and A.

In the s process a group of initial nuclei is bom-
barded by an unknown number of neutrons, which de-
termines the spread in the value of the neutron expo-
sure T. In addition, if we assume that the heavy ele-
ments of the solar system were synthesized in different
locations and then were mixed long before the formation
of the Sun and planets, they could be the product of s
processes with different values of neutron exposure.
The common solution for nuclear synthesis in this case
is first to consider a neutron flux characterized by a
given value of r, and then to consider superposition of
solutions for different r values.

We shall choose as a seed nucleus in the s-process
chain 5aFe. Proceeding from Eq. (4), we can write
down the following system of equations:

(5)

with boundary conditions

0, A>56.

We shall introduce a more convenient notation: k=A
- 55, ^(T) = ff^M/N^O). Then the set of differential
equations describing the s process is written in the
form

(6)

154,
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with boundary conditions
Kronecker symbol.

l, where 6lt is the TABLE I.

Since the cross sections or,, are assumed to be inde-
pendent of T, the equations (6) can be integrated:

(7)

Bateman20 has shown that the solution of the system
of equations (7) can be written in the form of a series
expansion:

where

j-0,-

(8)

(9)

In obtaining an exact solution by means of this ex-
pansion a major difficulty arises as a result of the pos-
sible degeneracy of the quantities a: for am=(TB, with
n*m, the expansion loses meaning, whereas in prac-
tice many experimental cross sections at are the same
within experimental error (see Table I and its discus-
sion). To overcome these difficulties it is necessary
to carry out the limiting transition cr,,— CTB.

In addition, even if all cross sections CT, are arbi-
trarily made slightly different, the numerical summa-
tion of the exact Bateman expansion presents great dif-
ficulties as a result of the cumbersome nature of the
calculations. Before the advent of contemporary com-
puters the numerical integration of the equations (7) was
unachievable, and therefore satisfactory approximate
methods were developed for calculation of the s proc-
ess19 (the CFHZ theory).

Let us consider the main features of the CFHZ solu-
tion. Returning to Eq. (6), in accordance with CFHZ
we shall use for the functions ^ the Laplace transforms
<?»(«) = Jo" WT) exp(-sr)dr. The equations (6) then go
over into the form

) - If s (s

From this we obtain

(10)

(11)
i=l i-1

The exact inversion of this Laplace function is too
cumbersome. The problem is to find an approximate
form of its inverse.

In the special case of constant cross sections equal to
X, we have

here $m(s) = ̂ Nm(Q)/Nl(Q), Nm is the yield on the as-
sumption of constancy of the cross sections, and m is
a new numerical index similar to k.

The approximate solution of the correct inversion of
the Laplace function (11) consists of choosing, for each
k, values of mk and \k in Eq. (12) such that

Nuclides

5«Fe

"Fe
"Co
"Ni
szNi

«Cu
"Ni
«>Cu
««Zn
«8Zn
«9Qa
">Ge
"Ga
"Ge
"As
"Se
7gSe
»»Se
"Br
82Kr
"Kr
"Rb
««Sr
87Sr
«»Sr
8BY

""Zr
"Zr
82Zr
"Zr
"Mo
96Mo
fl'Mo
'Mo
"Ru
°°Ru
04Pd
10Cd
"Sn
"So
l8Sn
19Sn
20Sn
"Te
23Te

n»Xe
1!sTe
»«Te
114Xe
130Xe
134Ba
"»Ba
13'Ba
""La
110Ce
"»Nd
146N(J
148Sm
15°Sm
154Gd
K>0f3y

i«8Er
i7oyb
17«Hf

issvV
183\V

i8«w
1!tO»
"•>0s
nspt
l«»Hg
ZOipfc

*o«Pb
207pb

Cross section a
from Ref. 21 , mb

13.75
29.5

35
19.25
26
49
23
42
50
23

130
84

120
35

490
100
42.7
38.5
460
122
25

260.5
74

109
6,9
21

16.75
68
34
20

430
97

350
126
640
110
197
270
100
420
63

260
50

270
820
150
430

70
232
143
225
75.5
72.6
44
10

75.8
105
260
370

1164
1010
243
990
685
260
550
180
329
873
352
411
58.5

Cross section 17 in
mb, estimated value
(present work*)

13.7±1.7
29,2+3,8

36±8
19+9
26+5
49+14
23 +.5
42±7

50
23+.S

130+.30
84

133+23
54+.17

435±101
100
42.7
43±21

460±80
122
25

303.65
80±11

109+9
8,2+2.3
21 ±4

20.4+.6.0
68±8
40+11
20±2

430+50
95±6

350±50
100±38

640
110
197

245+46
100+15
430+20
74+20

270±17
50±15

270+30
820+30
150+20
430+30
73+20
232
143

225+35
67+.21
72.6
44±4
17±5
75.8

105+16
260±50
370±70

1164+350
1010

243±73
990

701 ±91
260±30
550±50
180±20

329
873
352
411

56±12
9.6±3.0
8.7±3.0

Yield N,
(Si = 10')
(from Ref. 16)

7. 61- 10*
1.82 -10*
2. 21 -10"
1.26-10*
1.76-103

635
5.18-101

284
732
278
29

25.8
19
36

6.6
6.32

15.8
33.5
6,68
5.41

26.5
4.16
5.76
3,8

46.2
3.0
5.4
3,14
1.6
2.4
0,1
0.42
0.08
0.44
0.242
0.202
0.164
0.262
0.515
0.14
0.83
0.18
1.21
0.164
0,054
0.31
0.12
0.42
0.11
0.21
0.114
0.367
0.543
0.24
1.04
0.16
0.134
0.026
0.017
0.0073
0.0083
0.0609
0.0064
0.0109
0.0024
0.005
0.030
0.0113
0.0045
0.0099
0,035
0.057
0.150
0.10

oNs, estimated
value"

(104±25)-10*
(53+ 13) -10'
(8+2). 10«

(24+12) -10«
(4.6+l,3)-103

(3.1+1.1)-10«
( 1.19+0. 35). 10»
(1.19±0.31)-10*

(37±10)-103

(6.4+1.5)-103

(3.8±0.9)-103

(2.2+0.6).103

(2.5±0.7)-103

(1.9±0.7)-103

(2.9±0.9)-103

(6.3+l,8)-10»
(6.8+1.9).10a

(1.4±0.8)-103

(3.1+.0.8H03

(6.6±1.9)-10«
(6.7±l,9)-10a

(2.0±0.6)-103

(4,6+l.lMO8

(4. 1+0.9). 10s

(3.8±1.3).10>
63±17

(l.l+O^J-lO1

(2.1±0.6).10»
64±22
48+11
43±10
40±7
28±7
44±19

155+44
22±6
32±9
64±18
52±13
60+12
61±21
49±10
60±12
44±10
44+9
46+9
52+11
31±10
26±7
3C±S
26+6
25+9
39±11
10±2
18±6
12±3
14±4

6.8±1.9
6.3±1.7
8.5±3.1
8.4±2.4

14.8±5.3
6,3±1,8
7.6±1.8

0.62±0,14
0.28±0.06
5.4±1.2
3.7±1.1
3,9±1.1
3.5±1.0
14±4

3.2±0,9
1.4±0.5

0,87±0.35

*Estimation of values of u was carried out by the technique
described in Ref. 48.

**The relative error in the values of Na was taken as 20%.
In those cases when a is given without indication of the error,
in evaluating oNa the error in o- also is taken as 20%.

best approximates

+r

Here

255 I exp (ST) ^ft (s) ds.

(13)

(14)
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From this we obtain

(15)

Thus, the approximate CFHZ solution reduces to re-
placement of ff by \k, k by mk, and (*-!)! by r(m,,),
where

X =i m =-4
* '• ' * '•' (16)

As a control of the CFHZ solution we shall use the
special case ak = ok, where a = const. In this case the
Bateman expansion is easily summed and the exact so-
lution is obtained in the form

** (T) = a» exp (-at) [1 - exp (-ai)\"-1. (17)

For constant cross sections CT, = a the CFHZ solution19

gives

This function is analogous to a Poisson distribution in
k. It reaches a maximum value at fe = or +1 which is
equal to

(19)

The distribution (18) has a width *(2jrcrT)1/2; its ampli-
tude decreases and its width increases (expansion of the
packet) with increase of cr and the neutron exposures T.
Although this investigation refers to constant capture
cross sections, the expansion of the packet due to the
random nature of the capture process is preserved also
in the general case. It becomes more appreciable if the
cross section increases with increase of k, for exam-
ple, according to a law cr»= a*.

In Fig. 4a we have shown graphically the CFHZ gen-
eral solution as a function of fe and r (0«s fe« 150; 0.2

"fc«

* <*A-!S)

FIG. 4. a) Approximate solution of the CFHZ theory
as functions of k and T. 21 b) Exact solution of the Bateman
equations "^""(T) as functions of k and T.21 >l>lt(T) = <rk

where ak Is the neutron-capture cross section, N,,(T) is the
yield of nuclei with mass number A = k + 55 in the s-process
chain for a neutron exposure T, and #( (0) is the number of seed
nuclei at the Initial moment of synthesis of elements in the
s process.

c) Exact solution

Recently Newman21 obtained an exact solution of the
s-process equations on the basis of the Bateman ex-
pansion. This solution is shown in Fig. 4b for the same
values of k and r. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the
CFHZ approximate solution is in good agreement with
the exact solution for almost all values of ^(T) shown
in these diagrams. At the same time a careful compar-
ison reveals a difference of ~10% between the exact and
approximate solutions even for large T. This discrep-
ancy is even more evident in Fig. 5, where the ratio of
the exact solution to the CFHZ approximate solution is
given. This figure shows a substantial difference be-
tween the exact and approximate solutions for small
values of T.

Let us discuss in more detail the features and diffi-
culties of the exact numerical summation of the Bate-
man expansion (8). If this summation were carried out
by a computer with unlimited accuracy, then it would
be possible relatively easily to obtain solutions for all
values of T, including small values. For small T, ^»(r)
decreases as r*"1. At the same time the products cik

can be very large, since the cross sections c^ cover a
wide range of values from 8 to 3300 mb (see Table I).
In this case a small value of ̂ (r) is obtained when the
term with largest absolute value in the Bateman expan-
sion is summed with many terms of the expansion which
differ by several orders of magnitude but have differ-
ent signs. Thus, the resulting error in a summation
with finite accuracy of the calculations unavoidably
turns out to be so large as to make these calculations
no longer meaningful. This occurs when the number of
orders of the ratio of the value of the maximum term in
the expansion to the entire sum approaches the number
of decimal digits of the computer. In Fig. 6 we have
shown the ratio of the absolute value of the maximum
term in the Bateman expansion to the value of the sum
4>,,(r) as functions of k and T.

It is evident from Fig. 6, for example, that^l50(r= 1.0)

FIG. 5. Comparison of the exact solution of Bateman with
the approximate CFHZ solution in the region of neutron ex-
posures 0.01 «T«2.0 mb. The curves are cut off at small k
when the ratio ^""M/tfCWiZfr) exceeds 1.1 In order to avoid
pileup. For the same reason in the axis of ordinates we have
added T to the ratio $<
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FIG. 6. Ratio of absolute value of the largest term in the
Bateman expansion to the entire sum of the series, as func-
tions of k and r.21

requires at a least a calculational accuracy of 18
orders of magnitude. On the other hand ^(7- = 2.0) can
be obtained for any k, using an accuracy of five orders
of magnitude. Newman21 carried out calculations with
an accuracy *27 orders of magnitude.

For small values of T the difficulties in the calcula-
tions turn out to be especially great in the region fe<30.
Unfortunately it is just in this region of T and k that the
CFHZ solutions become incorrect. Here, as can be
seen from Fig. 7a, the ^(T) curves for r<0.7 begin to
drop rapidly with decreasing values of k, producing the
difficulties described above. Therefore interest is pre-
sented by a different form of exact solution for small
T found by Newman21 which permits calculations of ^(T)
to be carried out in this region:

where

n+k— 1

(20a)

(20b)

(20c)

for Aok(r) = 1 and A^T) = 0. This form is convenient for
programming and computations. Newman notes, how-
ever, that it is nevertheless difficult for calculations
in the case of large T, since it requires a large number

igftw

a)

FIG. 7. a) Exact solution of the equations of Bateman21 on a
semilogarithmic scale for 0. 01« T ̂  2 mb; b) exact solution
of the s-process equations proposed by Newman21 for small r.

of terms in the expansion for convergence, while in the
case of small T the convergence is rather rapid.

In Fig. 7b we have shown the exact solution ^(T) with
use of the Newman expansion in the region of small T
<0.3 where the CFHZ solution becomes unsuitable.
This exact solution can be used directly for calculation
of yields of elements with small values of neutron ex-
posure, in particular for pulsed s processes where T
occurs in small batches (10'3 -10"1 mb'1).22-23

In concluding a mathematical review of the exact the-
ory of the s process we shall discuss cases of degen-
eracy in which the ak are so large that their logarithms
are close together. In Eq. (9) the factors (cr, -c^)"1 are
found by integration of expRcr, -a^rldr, and therefore
when a, = a, they become powers of T. If there is an ar-
bitrary number n(k) of degenerate cross sections so
that each a( has a degeneracy n{, the solution for the
Laplace transform will have the form

In the inverse transformation we have

exp (ST)

(21)

(22)

with a pole of order n, at s = -CT,. As Clayton and New-
man have shown,24 in this case the expression for the
function ^(T) in general form is found to be too cumber-
some and unsuitable for calculation.

Newman used an artificial means of removing the de-
generacy, which consisted of systematic multiplication
of cross sections which were close in value by 1 + 6cr
(6cr= 10"6) until the degeneracy was removed. This per-
mits easy calculation of the yields of elements in the s
process in the region of small r.21

d) Comparison with experiment

Let us now consider the experimental data on neu-
tron-capture cross sections in the light of the contem-
porary theory of the s process. Many of these cross
sections have already been measured in laborator-
ies,25'26 but in most cases with not very high accuracy.
At the same time a large number of neutron cross sec-
tions which are important for the theory of the s proc-
ess remain unmeasured up to the present time. A fur-
ther difficulty is the discrepancies in the experimental
results, and also in many cases the unsatisfactory
agreement with theory.

Recent calculations of Holmes27 give a systematic
estimate of the unmeasured neutron cross sections, but
their accuracy is ~200%. In 1976 Conrad28 attempted to
choose cross-section values which satisfy a smooth oN
curve for the s process of the solar system. The main
uncertainty in this choice is due to the uncertainty in
taking into account the fraction of formation of the nu-
clides considered in the r process.

Newman21 gives his own set of recommended capture
cross-section values. A complete summary of data on
neutron cross sections, which includes values esti-
mated by us and their error at the 68% confidence lev-
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el, is given in Table I. All neutron cross-section val-
ues are given for the energy region ~25-30 keV. As
will be shown below, the average thermodynamic con-
ditions of the s process in the solar system correspond
to just these thermal energies of the neutrons, i.e., to
a temperature of the medium ~3% 10s K.

In the previous section we discussed various means
of determining <pk(r) as a function of the neutron expo-
sure. Here the exact methods of solution confirmed
the correctness of the CFHZ theory. Now for compar-
ison of the theoretical values <rtvjh<0 and the values ob-
served in the solar system aNf* (where a is the neu-
tron-capture cross section and ATJ™ is the yield of a
given nuclide in the s process), let us consider a set of
values of various neutron exposures. Seeger, Fowler,
and Clayton29 and also Clayton and Ward30 have shown
that for a continuous exposure it is convenient to use
the following expressions:

(23)

(24)

here p(r)dr is the number of seen nuclei of iron exposed
to an integrated neutron flux T in the interval dr\ G and
T0 are adjustable constants relating theory and experi-
ment.a>

The curve in Fig. 8 was calculated with inclusion of
Eqs. (23) and (24) for the constants G^l-104 (Si = 106)
and TO = 0.25 mb"1.22 In this figure we have also shown
the experimental values oA/J™ and their total errors
with inclusion of the cross-section values a estimated
by us, which are given in Table L It should be noted
that according to Ward and Newman22 the yields of most
elements, except for the most volatile ones (Kr, Hg),
have been measured rather well, with an accuracy
~20%. Therefore we have taken the errors of all exper-
imental yield values N?* equal to 20%. As can be seen
from the figure, very satisfactory agreement is ob-
served between the s-process theory and the experi-
mental values of aNf. However, in the region of nu-
clei close to iron an appreciable excess of the experi-
mental values oWJ™ over the theoretical curve is ob-
served. In Ref. 22 this effect is explained as due to
pulsation of the neutron flux.

e) The pulsed s process

The preceding analysis was carried out for thermo-
dynamic conditions characteristic of the s process on
the assumption of a constant temperature and density of
the medium, which is subject to continuous neutron
bombardment. However, as calculations have shown,32

the s process which is responsible for the yields of a

6'The results of a fit to the experimental uNs values show that
the observed distribution of oNa(A) is best described by the
sum of two exponentials in the expression for the neutron-
exposure density p(r): p(T) = G1exp(-T/T01) + G2exp(-T/T02).
The physical reasons for the appearance of two values of the
parameter TO have been set forth by Ward et al.33

- ' §

wo no ita
Mail number A

rsa

FIG. 8. Experimental curve <rJVs=/t4) for the elements of the
solar system. The arrows indicate nuclei which have been
partially bypassed as the result of branching of the s process.

number of elements31 of the solar system occurs also
in burning of the helium shell of stars of intermediate
mass (2-5)A/Q. In such processes the neutron flux ob-
tained can have a pulsating nature22>23 with short per-
iods of neutron exposure (~10 years) separated by rel-
atively long interpulse periods (~2500 years).

In discussing the pulsed s process an important role
is played by periodic mixing of the matter when a flare
of the helium shell puts matter rich in carbon in con-
tact with matter enriched in hydrogen, leading to for-
mation of seed nuclei and sources of free neutrons in
accordance with the reaction 12C(p,y)l3N(0*)13C(a,n)16O.

In Weigert's model of stellar mixing39 the s process
occurs as follows: 1) the neutron exposures are brief
and occur periodically; here the quiet periods between
flares are considerably longer than the periods of ex-
posure; 2) the neutron exposure per flare is almost the
same for the entire material contained in the convec-
tive zone (Fig. 9); 3) the convective zone loses mass
at the time of the flare as the result of the fact that the
rising jets transport material to the surface, and be-
tween flares as the result of the fact that part of the
helium is converted into 12C. If Mc is the mass of the
convective shell, the value of which is approximately
constant during the evolution of the star, then between
successive flares there remains a portion of it aMc.
Those neutron-rich nuclei which leave the convective
zone are effectively lost for the s process, since they
are not in a position to capture neutrons; 4) at the be-
ginning of each flare a mass (1 - a)Mc of material from
the outer shell is carried into the convective zone.
This material contains seed nuclei which have not pre-
viously been exposed to neutrons. In discussion of the
pulsed s process the exponential form of the neutron ex-
posure distribution function arises naturally. If a is
the fraction of mass of the convective shell remaining
between successive flares, then for the yield of matter
ejected into the external shell we obtain
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FIG. 9. Scheme of mixing of stellar matter in repeated flares
of the helium shell.23
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here AT0 is the initial number of seed nuclei in the ex-
ternal shell, A is an adjustable parameter chosen from
the observed yields of elements in the solar system,
and n is the number of the flare. In the pulsed s proc-
ess the possibility arises for nuclei to decay between
periods of neutron bombardment in the course of an
interval (3-4)' 103 years between flares. This decay
can change the branching ratio if the neutron exposure
during a flare is sufficiently small so that only a small
quantity of unstable nuclei capture a neutron after being
formed.

Analysis of the observed yields in several evolving
stars (the stepped nature and the absence of clearly ex-
pressed peaks) shows that inside each star there is al-
ready created a superposition of different neutron ex-
posures, i.e., the mechanism of the pulsed nature of
the s process and the mixing of material inside a single
star gives satisfactory agreement with observation.

Ulrich23 showed that in the pulsed s process it is pos-
sible to synthesize all nuclei of the s process between
A = 70 and A = 205 within a single star by means of re-
peated series of flares of its helium shell. For opti-
mum parameters 1 - a = 0.07, AT = 0.016,AATn = 0.24 (the
number of captured neutrons in each heavy nucleus),
approximately 80 flares are required to give the final
distribution of the yields of the elements in the solar
system. During each flare, for this set of parameters,
about 5% of the mass between the hydrogen and helium
shells is enriched in s-process elements and mixed
with the outer shell of the star.

Mass number A

FIG. 10. Comparison of observed curve of yield of s-process
elements with the calculations of Ulrich23 (the figure is from
Ref. 15).

For the unbranched s process, in the chain of which
there are no long-lived nuclides (T1/2 s 10 years) and all
/3 decays occur much more rapidly than neutron cap-
tures, we would no be able to distinguish pulsed and
continuous neutron exposures. The main chain of the
s process would not change in this case (see for exam-
ple Fig. 3). The main consequence of pulsed bombard-
ment is that as the result of intense neutron fluxes
lasting =10 years, along the s-process chain there can
be constructed also other nuclides than in the case of
continuous neutron bombardment if there are long-lived
nuclides at the braching points.

In Fig. 10 we have given a comparison of the yield
curve calculated by Ulrich on the assumption of a
pulsed neutron exposure and branchings of the s process.
As can be seen from the figure, inclusion of a pulsed
nature of the exposure and of branchings permits a bet-
ter description of the structures in the steps between
values of aN= const.

3. BRANCHING OF THE s PROCESS

In nature there exist certain long-lived nuclei which
in the track of the s process capture a neutron with a
higher probability than that for j8 decay. As we have al-
ready mentioned above, this leads to branching of the s
process. Generally speaking, each nucleus in the s-
process chain is created and destroyed either by neu-
tron captures or by nuclear transformations produced
by weak interactions O* decay, electron capture).
When decay occurs too rapidly (Xg»Xn) or too slowly
(Xa«Xn) relative to neutron capture, the nucleus under
discussion can be removed from the chain or can be
neglected. However, if competition exists between
neutron capture and /3 decay, branching of the s process
appears.

In Fig. 11 we have shown the track of a branched s
process occurring through the isotopes of Kr, Rb, Sr,
Y, and Zr. An example of branching is the fork in the
region of 85Kr. Here the main path of the s process is
marked by the continuous line and the dashed line shows
the possible branching (in particular, in the presence of
pulsed neutron exposure as mentioned in the previous
section). Following Ward et al.,33 we introduce the no-
tation Xn = «n W), X. is the rate of 0" decay, X^. is the
rate of 0* decay, X^ is the rate of electron capture, and
we shall consider the system of equations for the s
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FIG. 11. Track of branched s process through the isotopes
of Kr, Kb, Sr, Y, and Zr. The dashed line shows possible
branchings from the main path of the s process.

process in the region of Kr, Rb, and Sr:

^M = Xn («Kr) N ("Kr) - [X. (»Kr) + Xn (<*Kr)] A^ («Kr),

"(
d"

Rb) = X. (85Kr) N (85Kr) - (Xn (
8SRb)] N («Rb),

^£l = Xn(»Kr)A'(«Kr)

+ [X,,,. ("Rb) + X+ (««Rb) A' ("Rb) - X,, (e«Kr

- [X. («Rb) 4- Xec (
MRb) + X+ (

8«Rb)] AT («Rb),
dJV

(|"
Sr) = X. (8«Rb) AT (MRb) - Xa (

B«Sr) AT ("Sr), (25)

ajy^'Bt> = X,, (MKr) N (»Kr) - [X0 ("Rb) + X. («Rb)] N ("Rb)7) ,

-^"Sr) = Xn ("Sr) N ("Sr) + X. ("Rb) N ("Rb) - Xn ("Sr) N ("Sr),

dAr^''St) = Xn ("Sr) N ("Sr) + Xn («'Rb) N ("Rfa) - Xn («Kr) A' ("Sr).

In this system of equations the rates of electron cap-
ture and positron decay of ^Rb have been included for
generality of the picture, in order to illustrate the pos-
sibilities of multiple branching, although in fact X.(88Rb)
»XM(86Rb)orX,(86Rb).

For solution of the system of equations (25) we can
make a simplification related to the short half-life of
88Rb:
0 = Xn ("Rb) N 0»Rb) - [X. (MRb) + ̂  (MR1>)

4- *•+ (MRb)l N ("Rb).

(26)
The differential equations (25) as before are solvable
with difficulty, since in general form the density nn and
temperature T depend arbitrarily on the time. There-
fore the next correct approximation is discussion of the
s process for constant temperature T. As we have seen
in section (b) of chapter 2, the CFHZ theory introduces
the variable

which converts the main equation of the s process (1) to
the form (4): dN^dr^fj^.^Nj^.^ - aANA without any as-
sumptions regarding the dependence

For a branched s process this simplification becomes

impossible as a result of the fact that the rates of neu-
tron capture in equations (25) depend on «„(/), while the
rates of the weak interactions (electron capture and
positron decay) do not depend on this quantity. There-
fore the time t enters into the equations (25) as an in-
dependent variable and for arbitrary dependences nn(t)
the equations can be solved by numerical integration.

However, if nn(t) is constant, then the set of equations
(25) will contain constant coefficients and the system
of first-order differential equations can be solved ex-
actly. In this case Ward, Newman, and Clayton33 again
use the variable T, which for constant nn will be linear-
ly proportional to the time.

Using the notation of section (b) of chapter 2, >p(A)
= o-AAr(A)/Ar0(

56Fe), and introducing the quantity f. = \J
(X.+Xn+X^ + Xj which determines the branching of the
ft" decay, we rewrite the system of equations (25) with
inclusion of (26) in a form more convenient for analysis
and computations:

- ̂ ..K,) »(»Kr)]t

"As a result of the smallness of the half-lives, 87Kr and 88Rb
are not preserved in the s-process chain: X.("Kr)N(87Kr)
= \ (86KrW (^Kr); X .(""BbW (88Rb) = X,, (87Rb)AT ("Kb).

= 0 ("Sr) [t ("Sr) + ^-/"^b) » ("Hb) - 1|> ("Sr) ] ,

= a (»8Sr) [ip (»'Rb) + if (87Sr) - <jj (88Sr)] .

The quantity /. depends on the density wn and tempera-
ture T and also on the electron density nt (in the pres-
ence of sufficiently intense electron capture).

Since all these parameters depend on time, the coef-
ficients of the equations (27), generally speaking, also
depend on T. For constant nn and constant thermal en-
vironment (a special case) /. and the coefficients of the
equations (27) are constant quantities. Physically the
pattern of neutron bombardment in this case can be
represented by an extended rectangular pulse with
steep fronts. In a comparison with observational yields
of nuclides in the s process this means that nn(f) falls
off so rapidly that the yields of nuclides essentially do
not change for a rapid change of nn(t).

The classical theory of the s process assumes/. = 1
for all decaying nuclei. Therefore the model of Ward,
Newman, and Clayton, which considers the value /.<!,
is a generalization of the traditional picture of the s
process, disregarding the assumption /. = const. In ad-
dition, some/, values depend on T and with allowance
for this dependence it is possible to calculate more ac-
curately the yields in the theory of the s process.

Omitting the mathematical operations in the model
considered,33 for the yields of each of seven nuclei of
the branch lying beyond 84Kr-85Kr, 86Kr, 85Rb, 87Rb, 86Sr,
B7Sr, and 88Sr — we shall write the exact solution in the
form

7 T

if, (t) = a ("Kr) 2 A,, exp (0/t) j exp ( - p>') 9 ("Kr, T') dt'; ( 28)
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FIG. 12. The dependence *(A) for nuclei of the 85Kr branch
for different values of the branching ratio/..33

here /3, and Atj are the coefficients of the expansion (the
cross sections or combinations of cross sections and
branching ratios /. for the seven nuclides considered).

This expression, for each of the seven nuclei of the
branch determines the quantity $((T) as a function of $
for the nucleus with which the branch begins (in this
case 84Kr) and as a function of the cross sections and
branching ratios. In order to calculate ijii it is neces-
sary to know the functional dependence of the seed term
;K84Kr). In Figs. 12 and 13 we have given the results33

for various terms of the 85Kr branch calculated with
characteristic values of /.(85Kr) and /.(87Rb). As can be
seen from Fig. 13, the results of calculation of $(7)
with inclusion of branching (/*!) differ from the values
of I/>(T) obtained in the absence of branching (the canon-
ical path).

Ward et al.33 have discussed a numerical example of
the effect of the 79Se and 85Kr branches on the value of
(K90Zr). The function !|)°(90Zr) (the unbranched s proc-
ess) is calculated on the assumption that 79Se always
captures a neutron and 85Kr always undergoes /3~ decay
(/. = !).. The function i/)bran(90Zr) is calculated with al-
lowance for previous branchings with/.(79Se) = 0.2 and

w

ojs

O.It

0.2

S5
Rt) •
Kr°

87
Sr •
R b °

Sr

FIG. 13. The dependence ty(A) for nuclei of the 85Kr branch
for various values of T.33 1—Canonical path, 2—path with
inclusion of branching.
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FIG. 14. Effect of s-process branchings at 79Se and 85Kr on
the value of <f>C°Zr).83

0.8and/.(85Kr) = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9.

We have shown the results of these calculations in
Figs. 14 and 15. Figure 14 shows the ratio ^"/^o as

a function of T for various values of /.(85Kr) and for two
different values of/.(79Se). As can be seen from this
figure, the quantity /_(85Kr) has a strong influence on
the yield 0(90Zr) in the s process. Physically this
means that the s process through 86Kr is delayed by the
small capture cross sections of 86Kr and 87Rb with re-
spect to the s process through86Sr and 87Sr (see Fig. 11).
If/, is close to unity, then the yield of 90Zr in the s
process is completely determined by the canonical path
through 86Sr and ^"""Cr On the other hand. if/- is

small, then for small exposures T the yield of 90Zr is
determined by the branching through 86Kr and 87Rb, for
which small capture cross sections are characteristic,
and #SJ" < i/Jgo- For large neutron exposures r and
small /., even in spite of the small o- of 86Kr and 87Rb,
^^5" becomes greater than i/i£0.

In Fig. 15 we have shown directly the ratio $%f*/<l>%0

as a function of /.(85Kr) for the chosen values of T. Both
these plots therefore show that the influence of branch-
ing on the yields of nuclei in the s process can be sub-
stantial.

For comparison of the theoretical yields $A with the
curve of aN in the solar system it is necessary, as we
have already noted above, to consider the superposition
of neutron exposures T. Here one usually considers an

FIG. 15. The ratio iJfZr)/* 0(90Zr) as a function of/.(85Kr)
for characteristic values of neutron exposure.
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FIG. 16. Effect of s-process branchings on the value of
* (MZr) for an integrated neutron exposure.33

FIG. 18. Effect of branching at 79Se and 85Kr on the behavior
of the (oN)A curve.33 The circles represent the yields of nuclei
in the s process without allowance for branchings at I9Se and
85Kr, and the squares represent the yields of nuclei with allow-
ance for these branchings. The experimental values are
shown by crosses.

exponential distribution of exposures p(T) = Gexp(-T/T0),
where r0 = 0.25 mb'1 and G = 104 (Si = 10a).

In Fig. 16 we have shown the same effect as in Fig.
15 but integrated over p(r) for r0 = 0.25 and 0.1 mb"1.
As can be seen from the figure, the effect of branching
at 85Kr on the yield in the s process of 90Zr as a func-
tion of the value of/.(85Kr) is retained also for super-
positions of different neutron exposures.

The effect of a relative "hindrance" of the s process
at small neutron cross sections can be illustrated in the
case of a simple branching of very fast /3* decays33 (Fig.
17). For any nucleus formed beyond this branch the
ratio of the oN values along the branches <J2 and at will
be determined by the simple expression8'

(29)

In Fig. 17 o-! is fixed and equal to 100 mb. The effect
of a relative hindrance of the s process through the
branch a2 on the yields of nuclides in the solar system
turns out to be very substantial for a2« oi.

In Fig. 18 we have shown how the branchings at 79Se
and 85Kr affect the calculated aN curve normalized to

=1. The canonical yields of nuclei in the s

FIG. 17. Effect of a relative "hindrance" of the s process for
small neutron cross sections.33

"This is seen most easily if one uses the simple form of uN*e

proposed in Ref. 30:

(30)

process are represented by the circles, and the yields
of nuclei with allowance for branching are shown by the
squares. The experimental values are,given by the
crosses.

4. THERMODYNAMIC CONDITIONS OF THE s PROCESS

Using the formalism developed above,33 we can eval-
uate the average thermodynamic conditions of the s
process on the basis of comparison of the synthesis of
heavy elements in several key branchings of the s proc-
ess. Considering all branchings as a function of the av-
erage thermodynamic conditions, for any two nuclei
along the s-process track we have

•ttT.hr

(31)

(32)

where t. is the half-life for 0" decay.

The ratios of the branchings f'(T,nt) are determined
by fitting the observed aN ratios within each branch
and are functions of the temperature and the free elec-
tron density n,.

If the cross sections, yields, and /3-decay rates are
well known, then for all possible combinations of
branchings we can obtain from the equations (32) a set
of permissible values of T and n, (and consequently of
the neutron density nn) and choose from it consistent
values of the average temperature and neutron density
in the s process. Ward, Newman, and Clayton chose
as a normalizing branch the 85Kr branch, which does
not contain internal branchings. Of course, it is diffi-
cult to expect that this procedure will lead to accurately
agreeing values of T and n, for different s-process nu-
clides, but it permits establishment of reasonable lim-
its on the thermodynamic conditions of the s process.

Thus, the average temperature and the electron den-
sity at which synthesis of the i-th nuclide occurs are
calculated from relations of the type

)_ I f-a \ ri-/-(r. ».)
.r) ~U-/ - /« K r L t-(T,nt)a (33)

In this relation the temperature dependence of the
parameters is determined not only by the dependence
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of the rate of /3 decay on temperature, but also by the
possible temperature dependence of the quantity OTO,
where TO is the adjustable parameter in the expression
for the neutron-exposure distribution density. How-
ever, as Clayton34 showed, r0(kT)~ (feT/30 keV)°-7T0(30
keV), and since in most cases CT<* 7"1/2, then we have
oTo^ T°-2. This temperature dependence turns out to be
much weaker than the temperature dependence of the
ft -decay rate.

The dependence of the rate of 0 decay on the temper-
ature was calculated in 1973 by Newman.35 The main
effects which were considered here are the influence of
excited states of the nucleus36 and of electron capture
in a vacancy of the atom.37-38 Figure 19 gives the main
temperature dependence of the half-life t. for £~ emit-
ters along the branched track of the s process. In Fig.
20 the substantial influence of temperature and electron
density on the behavior of the multiple branching at
64Cu is demonstrated. Variation of T and «, leads to
significant deviations of /.(64Cu) from the laboratory
value 0.38. Finally, with allowance for the dependence
o-cc T~I/Z mentioned above, the average neutron density
«n and the average neutron flux * are given by the re-
lations

»n=^ = ̂ cm-', <34)

1 18-101'* Vr7\i -•) -i /oc\
0 = vTran = —: — cm sec • \«3)otn

Here T8=10"8T K, <n = ln2/An is the "half-life"9' against
neutron capture (in years), and a(30 keV) is in milli-
barns.

Ward, Newman, and Clayton33 on the assumption of
an average density of the burning helium shells p = 2000
g/cm3 (Refs. 39, 40, and 32) calculated several key
branchings of the s process, using them as indicators
of the average temperature and time scale of the s
process. The results of their calculations are given in
Table II. As can be seen from this table, the average
temperature of the s process is found to be ~3- 10s K.

In the first column of the table for each nuclide which
provides branching we have given the values of the neu-

0.3

FIG. 19. Temperature dependence of the half-lives t. for
"key" nuclei of the branched s process.

0.1

FIG. 20. Temperature dependence of the quantity/.(64Cu)
for various values of electron density.

tron-capture cross sections, in the second column—the
half-life measured in the laboratory, in the third col-
umn—the calculated branching ratios, in the fourth col-
umn—the temperature T8 necessary for agreement with
the branching at 85Kr, in the fifth column—the half-life
against 0 decay at a temperature Ta, and finally in the
sixth column—the resulting "half-life" £„ against neu-
tron capture.

In spite of the fact that the analysis of Ref. 33 depends
on estimated values of the neutron cross sections and
0-decay properties of the excited states of the nuclei,
for the average thermodynamic conditions of the medi-
um in which the s process occurs a satisfactorily con-
sistent picture is obtained if we take T8 = 3.1, wtt

= 1.6-107 cm"3 (p = 2000 g/cm3), and ** 3.5-1015 cm"2

sec"1. These values are comparable with the recent
theoretical re suits: TB = 2.5 and <J> = 6.3 • 1016 c m'2

sec"1.42 Ulrich, using the model of pulsed neutron ex-
posure [see section (e) of chapter 2] obtains good
agreement in the yields of nuclides produced through
the 79Se and 85Kr branches, using the following values
of flux and temperature at the time of the neutron
flares: * = 4'1016cm~2sec~1, TB = 2.5. These ranges of
temperatures (TR = 1-4)43'44 and neutron fluxes (* = 1015

- 1016 cm'2 sec"1) can arise in the reactions 13C(a, n)16O,
17O(of,n)20Ne, and 20Ne( a, n)25Mg in burning helium
shells of highly evolved stars. In Table III we give the
results of calculations of other s-process branchings on
assumption of the average temperature and neutron-
density values calculated above: T8 = 3.1, WB = 1.6-107

cm"3.

In concluding this section, let us consider in accor-

TABLE H.

9)The lifetime of this nucleus with respect to neutron capture
is f./ln 2.

Branching
nuclides

'»Se
e»Br
»6Kr
•»Zn
"3Cd
«'Cs
ls'Sm
«»Eu
i»Eu
i63Dy
«'Ho
"«Lu

a, mb

250

—125
70

840
1000
250U

—4640
1600
2820
2250

ls (UW,
years

6.5-10*
3.4-10-5

1,1-10
9.5-10'
9.0-101S

2.1
9.3-10
1.3-10

8,6
oo

3.3-10
2.6-1010

>t

0.58
0.46
0.82-
0.28
0.032
0.72
0.076
0.97
0.83
0.29
0.23
0,67

T,

2.9
2.9

rj

?
3.3
3.4

?
>2

?
~4
~4
?

(B (T,1,
yean

17

-.10

190
2.1

<93
< 0.016

<8.6
-6.3
-5.1
~

ln CT8>,
years

23

-46

6.3
5.3

<7.6

<42
-2.6
- 1.5
~
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TABLE HI.

nuclides

"Mi
*Cu
»Kr
•To
°'Pd
SB]

"Cs
«Pm
MGd
"Eu
*>Tb
"Tm
"Tm
"Ta
•»Ir
•spt

«o«Tl
»sph

0. mb

30
.
450
800
950
450
200
1100
2500
1700
4100
3200
1300
2300
2100
1100
134
54

IB (tab),
years

1.0-iO!

1.5-103

2.1-10'
2.1-105

6.5-10*
1.6-10'
2.3-10*

2,6
0.66
4.8
0.20
0,35
1.9
0,32
0.20
50
3.8

1.4-10'

<»

0.66
0.64
0.51
0.56
0.0066
0.96
0.29
0.67
0.78
0.41
0,87
0.84
0.70
0.89
0.93
0.031
0.92
0.45

I6 (Tg). yean

100
—12
5.6
910
0,55

71
2,6
0.63
4.8
0.20
0.35
1.9
0.32
0.20
160
3.8
130

'„ (fa), years

190
—13
7.2
6.0
13
29
5.2
2.3
3.4
1.4
1.8
4.4
2.5
2.7
5.2
43
105

dance with Ref. 33 the average time <t) of the s process
which is found for a constant neutron flux *:

l = . ; (36)

here p(r) as before is an exponential: p(T) = Gexp(-T/
T0); n,(p) is the number of neutron captures per seed
nucleus.10'

From Eq. (36) for the values T0 = 0.25 mb"1 and *
= 3.5'1015 cnV'sec'1 we obtain

<t> = 2270 years,

i.e., for production of the heavy elements of the s proc-
ess at least several thousand years of neutron bom-
bardment is required to obtain the observed distribu-
tion.11'

O
5. CHRONOLOGY OF THE s PROCESS

To determine the age of nuclei formed in the s proc-
ess of nucleosynthesis, Audouze, Fowler, and
Schramm52 proposed to use the long-lived nuclide 176Lu,
which apparently is produced only in the s process.
Lutecium 176 is screened from the r process by the

10>The average number of neutron captures per exposed seed
nucleus is given by the expression

00 00

NC = j P.W »c W it ( j P W dT ) "

and, as can be shown, for T0 = 0.25 we have ATC = 4.8. This
corresponds to 8.5 • 103 captured neutrons (on the scale
Si = 106).

11 'Burbidge et at".9 defined two types of branching of slow neutron
capture in the case of 78Kr and l51Sm, which can serve as a
characteristic of the time scale of the s process if the ft decay
lifetimes of the nuclides of these branches are used. Accord-
ingly two different values are obtained for the time between
successive neutron captures (105 years for nuclei with A <100
and ten years for A > 100). However if one takes into account
the dependence of the /S-decay lifetimes on temperature and
also the pulsed nature of the neutron exposure, the branch at
151Sm is consistent with the same conditions and time scales
which are necessary for all other branches of the s process.
The large yields of nuclides with A Is 100, which Burbidge
et al? explained by a higher neutron flux, now are assigned
to irradiation by the same neutron flux (as for A < 100) but
for & longer time (continuously or in flares).15
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FIG. 21. Formation of isotopes of lutecium, ytterbium, and
hafnium in the s process.

ytterbium isotope l76Yb. The contribution of the p proc-
ess12' to the yield of l76Lu can be estimated from the
yields of the odd-odd nuclei 138La and l80Ta, which are
produced in the p process. Such an estimate shows that
the component of the p process in formation of l76Lu is
less than 5% (Fig. 21).

The half-life of l76Lu has been measured repeatedly
and highly divergent results have been obtained, from
2.1- 1010 to 7.3- 1010 years. However, the values of
ri/2(l76Lu) published during the last fifteen years are
grouped roughly in the region (3.6-4.0)- 10l° years. In
particular, in 1980 a careful measurement by Norman
gives the value (4.08 ±0.24)- 1010 years. We shall adopt
here an average value estimated from the results of
five recent studies: T1/2(

176Lu) = (4.0±0.3)- 1010 years.

The yield of a long-lived radioactive nuclide with
atomic weight A (in the model of continuous synthesis)
is determined by the relation

NA (tp) = exp [ -KA (6SS+ A)] aA (t) exp (KAt) At; (37)

here AA is the decay constant, &at is the age of the solar
system, A is the duration of nucleosynthesis prior to
formation of the solar system, aA is the rate of pro-
duction of given nuclide in the nucleosynthesis process,
and £„ is the present point of time. In the case of uni-
form synthesis [aA(t) = const] we obtain

For a stable nucleus with atomic weight A' we have
NA{ts) = a^abA. Choosing the stable isotope of lutecium
l75Lu as a standard for calculation of the relative yield
of 176Lu, we have

\,)-l]; (39)

here AT, is the yield of 175Lu resulting from the s proc-
ess,13' and A, is the duration of the s process of nucle-

12'The p process is the absorption of protons in a (p, y) reac-
tion leading to appearance of certain heavy proton-rich
nuclide s which cannot be formed in neutron capture.

13>The main contribution to formation of 175Lu (90%) is
from the r process; JVs(

175Lu)=Ar(175Lu)-Arr(
175Lu). See

Table IV,
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osynthesis before formation of the solar system.14'
The quantity #„„ + A is the age of the nuclides formed in
the s process. Thus, if the yields M176Lu) and
Jv"s(

175Lu) and the ratio of their rates of production are
known, then Eq. (39) permits determination of the age
of the s-process nuclides. The quantity a176/a175 has
not been established at the present time, but it can be
estimated using the main conclusion of s-process the-
ory that the rates of production of nuclei close in A are
inversely proportional to their neutron-capture cross
sections:

£r=* (39a)

TABLE IV.

However, it is necessary here to take into account
that 176Lu in addition to the ground state, which decays
to 176Hf with a decay constant X176 = 1.73-10"11 y*1, has a
290-keV isomeric state which also decays to 176Hf but
with a short half-life of 3.7 hours. Consequently in the
s process only a fraction of the neutron capture 175Lu +n
will go to the long-lived state of 176Lu.52 This branch-
ing fraction

a [17'Lu (n, y) ""Lu|
a [11bLu (n, V) ("'Lu-t-178"

(39b)

has not been measured for neutron energies ~30 keV.
The best estimate of B at thermal energies52 is B
= 0.22±0.17. McCulloch, Laeter, and Rosman,55 as-
suming that Nsa in the region of mass numbers 145 « A
« 200 amounts to 6.0, obtained 0.35 «B« 0.42. Thus,
the spread in the possible values of B covers the region
from 0.2 to 0.4. With allowance for the branching ratio
B, Eq. (39a) goes over to (39c):

«!a. = B£ia. (390)
<"ns <Jn«

In addition to the uncertainty of the value of B, for the
lutecium isotopes up to the present time there are no
reliable data on the neutron capture cross sections and,
what is most important, it is difficult to estimate the
fraction of lutecium 175 produced only in the s process.
Preliminary estimates on the basis of Eq. (39) show
that the value of A8 is comparable in order of magni-
tude with the duration of nucleosynthesis calculated on
the basis of other radioactive chronometers (Z38U/z32Th,
187Re/187Os).54

Equation (39) is not very sensitive to variation of the
quantity AS. For calculation of the duration of the s
process of nucleosynthesis in the Galaxy it is possible
to use instead of I76Lu/175Lu another pair of nuclides:
176Lu/17Hf.15) Hafnium 176 is a stable daughter nucleus
of lutecium 176 and is produced only in the s process.

According to Schramm and Wasserburg5

. \ , r a (17"Lu) JV (17"Hf)
a (««Hf) JV C

"'Hf) I .
"«Lu) J ' (40)

here M176Hf) and M176Lu) are the yields of 176Hf and
176Lu at the moment of formation of the solar system.

14)Aj is the time during which the s-process products observed
today in the solar system were synthesized in the Galaxy in
stars of the first generation.

15)As nuclides close in A in a pair with 176Lu it is possible to
use also the stable nuclides 17°Yb and 182W>52,55

Nuclide

>7sLu
i'«Lu
>'«Hf

Process

s, r
s
s

Yield
(Si 5 10«)

(1,0334
0.00097
(1.0079

Cross section
a, mb

1460±110
2250±2<)0
700±90

Yield in
s process

Yield in
t process

1
0.00411
0.00097
0.0079

0.02929

Using the approximation o-(1T6Lu)'a(176Lu)
* cr(176Hf)- a(176Hf), we obtain

A < 1 n r q(1;6Hf) ^("'Hfn8 V,, mLa("«Lu) JV("«Lu) }• (41)

Equation (41) with allowance for the branching

'"Lu-fn

,

„ t76»>Lu

goes over into (42):

A 1 . r go(^'Hf) JV("'Ht) -1
s 1.73-10-11 L(l-B)o(17«Lu) A (42)

The quantities entering into Eq. (42) are given in Table
IV.

If we adopt a value of the branching fraction B£ 0.3,
Eq. (42) gives the following estimate of the duration of
the s process of nucleosynthesis in the Galaxy: A,
s 5-10" years. Consequently the age of the elements of
the s process is 0,, + A,^ 10-109 years.

6. TERMINATION OF THE s PROCESS

Nucleosynthesis of heavy stable nuclei occurring by
means of the s process ends at mass numbers A~ 210.
Nuclei heavier than bismuth decay into isotopes of lead,
which emit a particles.

The last stable nuclide in the s-process chain is 209Bi.
It captures a neutron, forming ^"Bi. The final scheme
of the process, which takes place in a high-temperature
neutron flux, is shown in Fig. 22 and is taken from
Refs. 45 and 46. The 9' isomeric state of 210Bi at T = 3
xio8 K lives less than a second, and thermal equilib-
rium of the ground and excited states of a°Bi is estab-
lished in about a second. Here only a few percent of
210Bi nuclei remain in the 9" state, so that to a good ap-
proximation we can consider just the two lowest states
of 210Bi: 1" and 0". Neutron capture by a°Bi in princi-
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pie should compete with the rate of combined &~ decay
from the first two excited states of ""Bi. The half-life
of the a°Bi ground state (5.1 days) is substantially less
than the lifetime against neutron capture, and the latter
can be completely neglected if we assume that 210Bi de-
cays directly to a°Po. Thus, the yield of 210Bi can be
considered equal to zero at all times. In the nucleus
^"Po the excited state lies above 1 MeV and does not
compete with the ground state at temperatures ~108 K.
If the a°Po lifetime against neutron capture is compar-
able with Ti/2(

210Po) = 138 days, then in the s-process
chain a certain amount of 211Po can be formed, which
decays rapidly into ^Pb (2\/2 = 0.5 sec). Consequently
the system of differential equations describing the ter-
mination of the s process can be written in the form

Xn (
206Pb) 2MPb + XB (

210Po) 2i°Po + An (
205Pb) 205Pb,

n (
206Pb) 2°«Pb - Xn (

2°'Pb) «"Pb + An (
21°Po) 2'°Po,

^ (2Wpb) Wpb _ ̂  (2«pb) 2Mpb)

n (
208Pb) 2°»Pb - An (»»Bi) 2MBi,

i) 20»Bi - >,„ (2'°Po) 2">Po - An (
2<°Po) 2<°Po .

(43)

For convenience we shall present these differential
equations in matrix form:

dT =

where

X E [206Pb 207Pb 20sPb ^Bi 210PoI

6(T) = [i|>10,, 0, 0, 0, 0]

and the matrix S is given by

(44)

0-o(>°8Pb)

o(»«Pb) -o(*"Pb) 0
0 o(""Pb) — o(»«Pb)
0 O f l (»»Pb)

0 0 0

The function tfia05»o-(205Pb)(M6Pb) is a known function
of T which depends on the neutron-capture cross sec-
tions for all preceding nuclei in the s-process chain.
It describes the yield of the initial seed nuclei 205Pb in
the cycle considered.

Equation (44) could be integrated easily if the matrix
S contained constant elements. In spite of the fact that
the neutron cross sections depend on the temperature
and for that reason may change with time, in the first
approximation they can be taken as constant. The dif-
ficulty lies in the value of the branching xa(

a°Po)/
Xn(

a°Po). This value changes with the neutron density
ntt as the result of a change in XB(a°Po). The neutron
density increases from zero at the beginning of the re-
actions which lead to liberation of neutrons, reaches
some maximum at the peak of the s process, and then
falls exponentially to zero with depletion of the sources
of free neutrons. We can assume, however, that the
neutron flux falls off with a lifetime of the same order
as the time scale of the s process (the burning of heli-
um and hydrogen). Therefore even if the neutron flux
is sufficiently great that the value of Xn(

210Po) could

1.Z 1,6 2,0 2.4 2.S r

FIG. 23. Values of ̂  = OAWA for nuclei at the end of the s-
process chain.44 The following values were used for the cal-
culations: (T2oe = 9.6 mb, 0207=8. 7mb, <7208= 0.5mb, <T208=12.1
mbatfer=30keV.

compete with Xa(
a°Po), termination of the s process

will occur slowly under the condition Xa «X0. In this
case the yield of aiPo can be neglected, on the assump-
tion that the a decay of a°Po into ^Pb follows immedi-
ately after the neutron capture 209Bi + n.

The differential equations (44) are simplified, ac-
quiring constant coefficients:

»"Pb
•»'Pb
«o»Pb
«"Pb

— o(»«Pb) 0 0
o(«MPb) — o(M'Pb) 0

0 o(»'Pb) — o(»"Pb)
0 0 o("«Pb)

w'Pb
"»Pb
»>Pb
«»Pb

(45)

Clayton and Rassbach45 obtained by numerical inte-
gration a solution of Eq. (45) which is shown in Fig. 23
in the form of the function ^(T). They showed also that
the solution of the termination of the s process is not
critical to the magnitude of the poorly known neutron-
capture cross section of M8Pb. The yields of the lead
isotopes in the s process with the assumptions made
earlier regarding the form of the function p(r) are al-
most independent of ama if this quantity is small (^2
mb). If CT208 ̂  2 tab, then the solution of the termination
of the s process will depend on this quantity, but in this
case it can be measured experimentally.

It is possible toshow also that while small values of the
exposure T are important in calculation of the s-process
yields of nuclei with^4 < 200, in the case of nuclei
with A> 200 the principal role is played by large values
Of T.44

BRIEF CONCLUSIONS

In the initial formulation of the theory of the s proc-
ess the yields of heavy nuclei (A> 60) along the valley
of £ stability were considered to be the consequence of
neutron-capture chains on the assumption that the life-
times for neutron capture were large in comparison
with the lifetimes for /3 decay. The CFHZ theory pro-
vided a quantitative relation between the observed dis-
tribution of the yields of elements and the corresponding
distribution of the neutron fluxes which bombard the
iron seed nuclei, integrated over time. The correct-
ness of this theory is confirmed by the two main fea-
tures of the s process: 1) constancy of the product
aANA for small region of variation of the mass number
A, and 2) the correspondence between the smooth na-
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ture of the observed aANA curve and the smooth, mon-
otonically decreasing distribution of neutron exposures
p(T) = Gexp(-T/T0).

The CFHZ solution -was a mathematically correct but
approximate solution of the s-process equations on the
assumption of a constant neutron flux. The exact solu-
tion of these equations can be written in the form of a
series expansion (the Bateman series). However, nu-
merical summation of this series before the availability
of modern computers presented great difficulties as a
result of the cumbersome nature of the computations
and the possible degeneracy of the neutron-cross-sec-
tion values (am = an for n*m). Recently Newman ob-
tained an exact numerical solution of the s-process
equations on the basis of the Bateman expansion which
confirmed the correctness of the CFHZ approximation.
At the same time this form of exact solution permitted
calculation of the yields of elements to be carried out
more correctly in the region of low neutron exposures.

In the comparison with experiment a difficult problem
lies in the discrepancy in the experimental results on
measurements of the neutron cross sections a for vari-
ous nuclides. At the same time the accuracy of the the-
oretical calculations of the neutron-capture cross sec-
tions turns out to be unsatisfactory in a comparison
with experiment. Nevertheless at the present time it
can be stated that within the experimental error of ~30%
the observed yield curve of elements formed in the s
process corresponds to the calculations based on the
theory of the s process.

In the region of nuclei close to iron an excess of the
experimental values aN™9 over the theoretical curve is
observed, which can be explained by the pulsed nature
of the neutron flux.

The next step in development of the theory of the s
process consists of taking into account branchings due
to competition of neutron capture with |3 decay in the
s-process chain. This refinement changes (in a num-
ber of cases substantially) the track of the s process
and the yields of the nuclei produced in a given branch.

In calculation of the branchings an important role is
played by the temperature dependence of the lifetime of
the nuclei considered for /3 decay. Ward, Newman, and
Clayton made numerical calculations of the branchings
for a number of s-process nuclei and showed that the
determining parameter in such calculations is the
quantity /. = A../(A.n + A.J.

If we consider the various branchings as functions of
the average thermodynamic conditions of the s process
(the value of the neutron flux *, the neutron density nn,
and the temperature T), considering the cross sections,
yields, and rate of /3 decay as known, it is possible
from a fit of the observed aN ratios within each branch
to calculate the average value for the s process of the
temperature T, the neutron density rcn, and the neutron
flux *. They turn out to be: T« 3-108 K, nt

a 1.6-107

cm'3, and *= 3.5-1015 cm'2- sec'1. '

In understanding the theory of nucleosynthesis it turns
out to be important to investigate the possibility of a

pulsed neutron s process leading to formation of heavy
nuclei in the interior of a star as a result of periodical-
ly repeated flares of the helium shell. In such proces-
ses the resulting neutron flux (* = 4-1016 cm"2' sec"1, T
= 2.5- 10s K) has a pulsed nature with short periods of
neutron exposure (~10 years) separated by extended
interpulse periods (~2500 years). R. K. Ulrich has
shown that for stars of intermediate mass (~3Afo) about
80 flares are required to obtain agreement with the ob-
served abundance of the elements.

The age of nuclei formed in the s process of nucleo-
synthesis can be determined by means of the long-lived
chronometer lutecium 176 and the nearby stable nu-
clides lutecium 175, hafnium 176, ytterbium 170, and
tungsten 182. At the present time the data on neutron-
capture cross sections in the astrophysical energy re-
gion are not sufficiently reliable. In addition the esti-
mates of the contribution of the r process and the
branching ratio of 175Lu-i-n are not very well deter-
mined. At the same time the determination of the dura-
tion of the s process of nucleosynthesis presents signi-
ficant interest from the point of view of unifying nucleo-
synthesis in its various manifestations. "And this is
an old story but it always remains new".

In conclusion the authors express their sincere in-
debtedness to V. M. Chechetkin for helpful remarks.
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